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The design of the Audi A6 conveys an unmistakable message of dynamic elegance. The sporty proportions of the A6 
are demonstrated by striking surfaces, coupled with a high side-line and short overhangs front and rear. The sloping 
roof line is reminiscent of a sports coupe and blends harmoniously with the dynamic yet elegant exterior to complete 
this unique package. By virtue of advanced technological development, the Audi A6 is available with state-of-the-art 
petrol engines and a powerful, yet economical, 3.0-litre V6 TDI (Turbocharged Direct Injection) diesel engine. 

The Audi A6 is available with the award winning 2.0 TFSI engine, voted Engine of the Year for three consecutive years 
by a panel of judges from 26 countries globally. The 2.0 TFSI engine with 125 kW of power offers dynamic refinement 
and performance. The cutting edge all-alloy V6 and V8 engines produce outstanding levels of performance. The new 
2.8 FSI engine with 154 kW of power and 280 Nm of torque is combined with an entirely new valve control technology 
– the Audi valve lift system. This innovative valve lift system improves driving pleasure by reducing friction between 
components and cutting fuel consumption by 10%. The 3.2 FSI V6 features 188 kW of power, 330 Nm of torque, and 
direct fuel injection that gives the driver dynamic and powerful reaction to every movement of the accelerator plus 
a broad useful speed range of up to 7,200 rpm, muscular torque and an equally high standard of fuel efficiency.

The potent 4.2-litre V8 has been developed with powerful FSI direct fuel injection producing 257 kW of power, the 
engine offers exceptional performance with improved driving flexibility. The 3.0-litre V6 TDI, with an immense 450 Nm 
of torque available at low engine speeds, offers unmatched enjoyment and economy with exceptional refinement. 
Audi’s ingenious multitronic® transmission offers smooth, seamless power delivering fast acceleration and greater 
responsiveness. The six-speed tiptronic® transmission offers pure sporting performance and thanks to Audi’s 
Dynamic Shift Program (DSP), analyses your driving style to maximize engine responsiveness and refinement. 
Developed in conjunction with Audi’s motorsport engineers, the A6 incorporates tiptronic shift paddles integrated 
into the multifunction® steering wheel for maximum efficiency and driver enjoyment.

To perfectly transmit power to the road with no compromise in safety or handling, the A6 is available with Audi’s 
unique quattro® all-wheel drive technology. With 25% of the engine’s power distributed to each wheel, Audi’s 
quattro all-wheel drive technology offers maximum levels of active safety under all driving conditions.

The interior concept of the A6 combines sportiness, comfort and progressiveness in a way that has never been 
achieved before. The driver-oriented sports cockpit, combined with a sweeping dashboard that houses the Multi 
Media Interface (MMI) 7” colour monitor, offers perfect ergonomics with no compromise in design. Audi’s ingenious 
Multi Media Interface (MMI) is the most progressive and intuitive communication concept in its class, allowing simple 
and immediate access to the vehicle’s entertainment, infotainment and driving settings, creating a new benchmark 
in communication functionality and vehicle technology.

The Audi A6. You only live once.
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Model 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI  

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI 

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

Recommended Retail Price^ $75,900^ $84,900^ $89,900^ $103,200^ $104,800^ $149,900^

Technical

Cylinders/valves per-cylinder  4/4

 6/4 

with Audi 

valve lift

6/4 

with Audi 

valve lift  6/4  6/4  V8/4

Capacity (cc) 1984 2773 2773 2967 3123 4163

Power (kW/rpm) 

125/

4,300-6,000

154/

5,500-6,800

154/ 

5,500-6,800 171/4,000 188/6,500 257/6,800

Torque (Nm/rpm) 

280/ 

1,800-4,200

280/ 

3,000-5,000

280/ 

3,000-5,000

450/ 

1,400-3,250 330/3,250 440/3,500

Transmission multitronic® multitronic®

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

Acceleration 0-100km/h (sec) 8.7 7.9 8.4 7.1 7.1 5.9

Top Speed (km/h) 220 238 237 247 250 (Gov) 250 (Gov)

Wheels 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI 

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI                      

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

16” Alloy wheels in 6-spoke structural design with 225/55 

profile tyres -  -  -  -  -

17” Alloy wheels in 16-spoke star design with 225/50 profile tyres  -  -  -  -

17” Alloy wheels in 9-spoke star design with 225/50 profile tyres  -  -  -  -

18” Alloy wheels in 7-arm design with 245/40 profile tyres  -  -  -  -  -

18” quattro GmbH alloy wheels in 5-arm design with 245/40 

profile tyres O/$5,500* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$1,500*

Full size spare wheel and tyre

Safety 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI 

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI                      

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

Audi backguard, In the event of a rear-end collision, the seats are 

designed to hold the upper body in place and support the head

Adaptive air suspension O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280*

Airbags for driver and front passenger two-stage inflation, side 

airbags for front and rear passengers and SIDEGUARD head-level 

airbag system for front and rear passengers

Audi dynamic chassis, four-link front suspension and trapezoidal 

link rear suspension

DataDot technology (microdot identification system)

Electro-mechanical parking brake

Electronic Stabilisation Program (ESP) incorporating Traction 

control (ASR), Electronic Differential Lock (EDL) and Anti-lock 

Braking System (ABS) with brake assist.

quattro® permanent all-wheel drive  - -

Servotronic speed sensitive steering

Sports suspension O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000*

Tyre pressure monitoring system O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600*

Exterior Features
Audi Parking System, rear acoustic assistance  -  -  -  -  -

Audi Parking System Plus, acoustic and optical display for both 

front and rear O/$980*

Audi Parking System Advance, including rear view camera O/$1,800* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950*

Anti-theft alarm system with tow away facility O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150*

Automatic headlight and rain sensor

Coming home and leaving lights

Exterior mirrors electrically adjustable and heated  -

Exterior mirrors electrically adjustable, heated, folding with 

automatic dimming and memory function (only in combination 

with memory function for drivers seat) O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800*

Fog-lights integrated front and rear

High gloss exterior package

Metallic paint O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000*

Privacy glass O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980*

Remote central locking, auto open/close window function 

Sunroof:  Tinted glass sunroof with electrical adjustment O/$2,950* O/$2,950* O/$2,950* O/$2,950*

Sunroof: Solar sunroof with electrical adjustment, incorporating 

solar cells to assist with the reduction of vehicles inside temperature O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$1,200* O/$1,200*

Halogen headlights  -

Xenon plus headlights incorporating daytime driving lights O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650*

Adaptive light, in conjunction with Xenon Plus. Dynamic cornering 

light with swivelling headlamps  O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750*

Interior Features
Advanced key, access and drive authorisation system O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750*

Automatic dimming rear view mirror

Audi Music Interface AMI (Preparation for MP3 devices)## O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550*

6-disc CD changer situated in glove box

Cruise control

Adaptive cruise control O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200*

Deluxe automatic dual climate air-conditioning Plus

Driver Information System (DIS)

Electric front seats including lumbar support

Electric sports seats including lumbar support O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600*

Memory function for drivers seat, incorporating exterior mirrors 

and electric steering column O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800*

Interior Features 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI 

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI                      

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

Front centre armrest

Interior lighting package  -

Additional interior lighting package O/$790* O/$790* O/$790* O/$790* O/$790*

Leather upholstery (Milano)

Leather upholstery (Natural) O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450*

Leather upholstery (Valcona) O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400*

Leather-covered multifunction 4-spoke steering wheel  -  -  -

Leather-covered multifunction 4-spoke steering wheel with 

paddle shift O/$300* O/$300* O/$300*  -

Leather-covered multifunction Sports steering wheel with

paddle shift O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$300* O/$300*

Load through facility with removable ski bag O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600*

Multi Media Interface (MMI) consisting of the MMI terminal

and  display 

Navigation System, DVD-based including TV reception, analogue 

and digital reception O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900*

Preparation for mobile phone (Bluetooth)# O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390*

Power assisted door closing O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200*

Radio System, 10 loudspeakers with total output 160 watt

BOSE Surround Sound, 13 loudspeakers with total output 270 watt O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850*

Seat heating front O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980*

Split fold rear seats

Sunblinds, electric rear and manual rear side doors O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390*

Voice control O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250*

Woodgrain décor interior trim in Walnut Brown 

Woodgrain décor interior trim also available in Fine Grain Birch 

Beige or Walnut mid finish mid-brown NCO NCO NCO NCO NCO NCO

Wooded gear selector knob O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300*

Packages
Technic package

##

# - O/$5,900* O/$5,900* O/$5,900* O/$4,900* -

Comfort package

 mirrors and electric steering column

 profile tyres - O/$5,300* O/$5,300* O/$5,300* O/$5,300* -

 = Standard O/$* = Optional extra for additional cost - = Not available NCO = No cost option

^New vehicle prices shown include Luxury Car Tax (LCT) of 25% and are recommended retail prices (RRP) excluding dealer delivery which vary from dealer to dealer, 
stamp duty, compulsory third party insurance costs and registration charges which may vary from State to State. LCT applies to new vehicles, factory fitted optional 
extras and dealer delivery charges where the GST inclusive total price is above $57,180. In the Federal Budget, the Government announced that LCT would increase 
from 25 to 33% from 1 July 2008. The Tax Commissioner has advised that the legislation to make that law will not be passed by then. However, if passed at a later date, 
the proposed law will apply retrospectively from 1 July 2008. Audi Australia Pty Ltd has determined that if the law is enacted, customers will not need to pay the retro-
spective additional 8% LCT on luxury vehicles delivered from 1 July 2008 to the enactment date. Customers will, however, be responsible for paying the additional 8% 
LCT from the enactment date of the legislation and an additional 8% will need to be added to the new vehicle prices.

*Recommended retail prices of factory fitted optional extras including LCT. Optional extra specifications and prices are subject to change without notice, please check 
with your Audi dealer.

# Excludes phone cradle which must be purchased separately. Please check with your Audi dealer for phone cradle availability and approved Bluetooth telephones that 
have been tested by Audi for compatibility and functionality.

## Excludes Audi Music Interface connector cable which must be purchased separately through Audi Genuine Accessories.
Audi Australia Pty Limited, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this 
specification sheet. Authorised Audi dealers will provide up-to-date information on model specifications and prices.

Overseas model is shown. A6 3.2 FSI quattro featuring additional options of Xenon headlights, Sports suspension and Metallic paint. Wheel shown is only available on 
4.2 V8 FSI models.
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Audi backguard, In the event of a rear-end collision, the seats are 

designed to hold the upper body in place and support the head

Adaptive air suspension O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280*

Airbags for driver and front passenger two-stage inflation, side 

airbags for front and rear passengers and SIDEGUARD head-level 

airbag system for front and rear passengers

Audi dynamic chassis, four-link front suspension and trapezoidal 

link rear suspension

DataDot technology (microdot identification system)

Electro-mechanical parking brake

Electronic Stabilisation Program (ESP) incorporating Traction 

control (ASR), Electronic Differential Lock (EDL) and Anti-lock 

Braking System (ABS) with brake assist.

quattro® permanent all-wheel drive  - -

Servotronic speed sensitive steering

Sports suspension O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000*

Tyre pressure monitoring system O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600*

Exterior Features
Audi Parking System, rear acoustic assistance  -  -  -  -  -

Audi Parking System Plus, acoustic and optical display for both 

front and rear O/$980*

Audi Parking System Advance, including rear view camera O/$1,800* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950*

Anti-theft alarm system with tow away facility O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150*

Automatic headlight and rain sensor

Coming home and leaving lights

Exterior mirrors electrically adjustable and heated  -

Exterior mirrors electrically adjustable, heated, folding with 

automatic dimming and memory function (only in combination 

with memory function for drivers seat) O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800*

Fog-lights integrated front and rear

High gloss exterior package

Metallic paint O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000*

Privacy glass O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980*

Remote central locking, auto open/close window function 

Sunroof:  Tinted glass sunroof with electrical adjustment O/$2,950* O/$2,950* O/$2,950* O/$2,950*

Sunroof: Solar sunroof with electrical adjustment, incorporating 

solar cells to assist with the reduction of vehicles inside temperature O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$1,200* O/$1,200*

Halogen headlights  -

Xenon plus headlights incorporating daytime driving lights O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650*

Adaptive light, in conjunction with Xenon Plus. Dynamic cornering 

light with swivelling headlamps  O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750*

Interior Features
Advanced key, access and drive authorisation system O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750*

Automatic dimming rear view mirror

Audi Music Interface AMI (Preparation for MP3 devices)## O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550*

6-disc CD changer situated in glove box

Cruise control

Adaptive cruise control O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200*

Deluxe automatic dual climate air-conditioning Plus

Driver Information System (DIS)

Electric front seats including lumbar support

Electric sports seats including lumbar support O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600*

Memory function for drivers seat, incorporating exterior mirrors 

and electric steering column O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800*

Interior Features 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI 

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI                      

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

Front centre armrest

Interior lighting package  -

Additional interior lighting package O/$790* O/$790* O/$790* O/$790* O/$790*

Leather upholstery (Milano)

Leather upholstery (Natural) O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450*

Leather upholstery (Valcona) O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400*

Leather-covered multifunction 4-spoke steering wheel  -  -  -

Leather-covered multifunction 4-spoke steering wheel with 

paddle shift O/$300* O/$300* O/$300*  -

Leather-covered multifunction Sports steering wheel with

paddle shift O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$300* O/$300*

Load through facility with removable ski bag O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600*

Multi Media Interface (MMI) consisting of the MMI terminal

and  display 

Navigation System, DVD-based including TV reception, analogue 

and digital reception O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900*

Preparation for mobile phone (Bluetooth)# O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390*

Power assisted door closing O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200*

Radio System, 10 loudspeakers with total output 160 watt

BOSE Surround Sound, 13 loudspeakers with total output 270 watt O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850*

Seat heating front O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980*

Split fold rear seats

Sunblinds, electric rear and manual rear side doors O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390*

Voice control O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250*

Woodgrain décor interior trim in Walnut Brown 

Woodgrain décor interior trim also available in Fine Grain Birch 

Beige or Walnut mid finish mid-brown NCO NCO NCO NCO NCO NCO

Wooded gear selector knob O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300*

Packages
Technic package

##

# - O/$5,900* O/$5,900* O/$5,900* O/$4,900* -

Comfort package

 mirrors and electric steering column

 profile tyres - O/$5,300* O/$5,300* O/$5,300* O/$5,300* -

 = Standard O/$* = Optional extra for additional cost - = Not available NCO = No cost option

^New vehicle prices shown include Luxury Car Tax (LCT) of 25% and are recommended retail prices (RRP) excluding dealer delivery which vary from dealer to dealer, 
stamp duty, compulsory third party insurance costs and registration charges which may vary from State to State. LCT applies to new vehicles, factory fitted optional 
extras and dealer delivery charges where the GST inclusive total price is above $57,180. In the Federal Budget, the Government announced that LCT would increase 
from 25 to 33% from 1 July 2008. The Tax Commissioner has advised that the legislation to make that law will not be passed by then. However, if passed at a later date, 
the proposed law will apply retrospectively from 1 July 2008. Audi Australia Pty Ltd has determined that if the law is enacted, customers will not need to pay the retro-
spective additional 8% LCT on luxury vehicles delivered from 1 July 2008 to the enactment date. Customers will, however, be responsible for paying the additional 8% 
LCT from the enactment date of the legislation and an additional 8% will need to be added to the new vehicle prices.

*Recommended retail prices of factory fitted optional extras including LCT. Optional extra specifications and prices are subject to change without notice, please check 
with your Audi dealer.

# Excludes phone cradle which must be purchased separately. Please check with your Audi dealer for phone cradle availability and approved Bluetooth telephones that 
have been tested by Audi for compatibility and functionality.

## Excludes Audi Music Interface connector cable which must be purchased separately through Audi Genuine Accessories.
Audi Australia Pty Limited, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this 
specification sheet. Authorised Audi dealers will provide up-to-date information on model specifications and prices.

Overseas model is shown. A6 3.2 FSI quattro featuring additional options of Xenon headlights, Sports suspension and Metallic paint. Wheel shown is only available on 
4.2 V8 FSI models.



Model 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI  

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI 

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

Recommended Retail Price^ $75,900^ $84,900^ $89,900^ $103,200^ $104,800^ $149,900^

Technical

Cylinders/valves per-cylinder  4/4

 6/4 

with Audi 

valve lift

6/4 

with Audi 

valve lift  6/4  6/4  V8/4

Capacity (cc) 1984 2773 2773 2967 3123 4163

Power (kW/rpm) 

125/

4,300-6,000

154/

5,500-6,800

154/ 

5,500-6,800 171/4,000 188/6,500 257/6,800

Torque (Nm/rpm) 

280/ 

1,800-4,200

280/ 

3,000-5,000

280/ 

3,000-5,000

450/ 

1,400-3,250 330/3,250 440/3,500

Transmission multitronic® multitronic®

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

6-speed tiptronic 

with DSP and 

sports program

Acceleration 0-100km/h (sec) 8.7 7.9 8.4 7.1 7.1 5.9

Top Speed (km/h) 220 238 237 247 250 (Gov) 250 (Gov)

Wheels 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI 

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI                      

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

16” Alloy wheels in 6-spoke structural design with 225/55 

profile tyres -  -  -  -  -

17” Alloy wheels in 16-spoke star design with 225/50 profile tyres  -  -  -  -

17” Alloy wheels in 9-spoke star design with 225/50 profile tyres  -  -  -  -

18” Alloy wheels in 7-arm design with 245/40 profile tyres  -  -  -  -  -

18” quattro GmbH alloy wheels in 5-arm design with 245/40 

profile tyres O/$5,500* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$1,500*

Full size spare wheel and tyre

Safety 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI 

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI                      

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

Audi backguard, In the event of a rear-end collision, the seats are 

designed to hold the upper body in place and support the head

Adaptive air suspension O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280* O/$7,280*

Airbags for driver and front passenger two-stage inflation, side 

airbags for front and rear passengers and SIDEGUARD head-level 

airbag system for front and rear passengers

Audi dynamic chassis, four-link front suspension and trapezoidal 

link rear suspension

DataDot technology (microdot identification system)

Electro-mechanical parking brake

Electronic Stabilisation Program (ESP) incorporating Traction 

control (ASR), Electronic Differential Lock (EDL) and Anti-lock 

Braking System (ABS) with brake assist.

quattro® permanent all-wheel drive  - -

Servotronic speed sensitive steering

Sports suspension O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000* O/$1,000*

Tyre pressure monitoring system O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600*

Exterior Features
Audi Parking System, rear acoustic assistance  -  -  -  -  -

Audi Parking System Plus, acoustic and optical display for both 

front and rear O/$980*

Audi Parking System Advance, including rear view camera O/$1,800* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950* O/$950*

Anti-theft alarm system with tow away facility O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150* O/$1,150*

Automatic headlight and rain sensor

Coming home and leaving lights

Exterior mirrors electrically adjustable and heated  -

Exterior mirrors electrically adjustable, heated, folding with 

automatic dimming and memory function (only in combination 

with memory function for drivers seat) O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800*

Fog-lights integrated front and rear

High gloss exterior package

Metallic paint O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000* O/$2,000*

Privacy glass O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980*

Remote central locking, auto open/close window function 

Sunroof:  Tinted glass sunroof with electrical adjustment O/$2,950* O/$2,950* O/$2,950* O/$2,950*

Sunroof: Solar sunroof with electrical adjustment, incorporating 

solar cells to assist with the reduction of vehicles inside temperature O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$4,250* O/$1,200* O/$1,200*

Halogen headlights  -

Xenon plus headlights incorporating daytime driving lights O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650* O/$2,650*

Adaptive light, in conjunction with Xenon Plus. Dynamic cornering 

light with swivelling headlamps  O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750* O/$3,750*

Interior Features
Advanced key, access and drive authorisation system O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750* O/$2,750*

Automatic dimming rear view mirror

Audi Music Interface AMI (Preparation for MP3 devices)## O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550* O/$550*

6-disc CD changer situated in glove box

Cruise control

Adaptive cruise control O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200* O/$4,200*

Deluxe automatic dual climate air-conditioning Plus

Driver Information System (DIS)

Electric front seats including lumbar support

Electric sports seats including lumbar support O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600* O/$1,600*

Memory function for drivers seat, incorporating exterior mirrors 

and electric steering column O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800* O/$2,800*

Interior Features 
A6 

2.0 TFSI 

A6 2.8 FSI 

multitronic

A6 2.8 FSI 

quattro

A6 3.0 TDI 

quattro

A6 3.2 FSI                      

quattro

A6 4.2 FSI 

quattro

Front centre armrest

Interior lighting package  -

Additional interior lighting package O/$790* O/$790* O/$790* O/$790* O/$790*

Leather upholstery (Milano)

Leather upholstery (Natural) O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450* O/$2,450*

Leather upholstery (Valcona) O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400* O/$1,400*

Leather-covered multifunction 4-spoke steering wheel  -  -  -

Leather-covered multifunction 4-spoke steering wheel with 

paddle shift O/$300* O/$300* O/$300*  -

Leather-covered multifunction Sports steering wheel with

paddle shift O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$300* O/$300*

Load through facility with removable ski bag O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600* O/$600*

Multi Media Interface (MMI) consisting of the MMI terminal

and  display 

Navigation System, DVD-based including TV reception, analogue 

and digital reception O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900* O/$6,900*

Preparation for mobile phone (Bluetooth)# O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390*

Power assisted door closing O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200* O/$1,200*

Radio System, 10 loudspeakers with total output 160 watt

BOSE Surround Sound, 13 loudspeakers with total output 270 watt O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850* O/$1,850*

Seat heating front O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980* O/$980*

Split fold rear seats

Sunblinds, electric rear and manual rear side doors O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390* O/$1,390*

Voice control O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250* O/$1,250*

Woodgrain décor interior trim in Walnut Brown 

Woodgrain décor interior trim also available in Fine Grain Birch 

Beige or Walnut mid finish mid-brown NCO NCO NCO NCO NCO NCO

Wooded gear selector knob O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300* O/$300*

Packages
Technic package

##

# - O/$5,900* O/$5,900* O/$5,900* O/$4,900* -

Comfort package

 mirrors and electric steering column

 profile tyres - O/$5,300* O/$5,300* O/$5,300* O/$5,300* -

 = Standard O/$* = Optional extra for additional cost - = Not available NCO = No cost option

^New vehicle prices shown include Luxury Car Tax (LCT) of 25% and are recommended retail prices (RRP) excluding dealer delivery which vary from dealer to dealer, 
stamp duty, compulsory third party insurance costs and registration charges which may vary from State to State. LCT applies to new vehicles, factory fitted optional 
extras and dealer delivery charges where the GST inclusive total price is above $57,180. In the Federal Budget, the Government announced that LCT would increase 
from 25 to 33% from 1 July 2008. The Tax Commissioner has advised that the legislation to make that law will not be passed by then. However, if passed at a later date, 
the proposed law will apply retrospectively from 1 July 2008. Audi Australia Pty Ltd has determined that if the law is enacted, customers will not need to pay the retro-
spective additional 8% LCT on luxury vehicles delivered from 1 July 2008 to the enactment date. Customers will, however, be responsible for paying the additional 8% 
LCT from the enactment date of the legislation and an additional 8% will need to be added to the new vehicle prices.

*Recommended retail prices of factory fitted optional extras including LCT. Optional extra specifications and prices are subject to change without notice, please check 
with your Audi dealer.

# Excludes phone cradle which must be purchased separately. Please check with your Audi dealer for phone cradle availability and approved Bluetooth telephones that 
have been tested by Audi for compatibility and functionality.

## Excludes Audi Music Interface connector cable which must be purchased separately through Audi Genuine Accessories.
Audi Australia Pty Limited, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this 
specification sheet. Authorised Audi dealers will provide up-to-date information on model specifications and prices.

Overseas model is shown. A6 3.2 FSI quattro featuring additional options of Xenon headlights, Sports suspension and Metallic paint. Wheel shown is only available on 
4.2 V8 FSI models.
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The design of the Audi A6 conveys an unmistakable message of dynamic elegance. The sporty proportions of the A6 
are demonstrated by striking surfaces, coupled with a high side-line and short overhangs front and rear. The sloping 
roof line is reminiscent of a sports coupe and blends harmoniously with the dynamic yet elegant exterior to complete 
this unique package. By virtue of advanced technological development, the Audi A6 is available with state-of-the-art 
petrol engines and a powerful, yet economical, 3.0-litre V6 TDI (Turbocharged Direct Injection) diesel engine. 

The Audi A6 is available with the award winning 2.0 TFSI engine, voted Engine of the Year for three consecutive years 
by a panel of judges from 26 countries globally. The 2.0 TFSI engine with 125 kW of power offers dynamic refinement 
and performance. The cutting edge all-alloy V6 and V8 engines produce outstanding levels of performance. The new 
2.8 FSI engine with 154 kW of power and 280 Nm of torque is combined with an entirely new valve control technology 
– the Audi valve lift system. This innovative valve lift system improves driving pleasure by reducing friction between 
components and cutting fuel consumption by 10%. The 3.2 FSI V6 features 188 kW of power, 330 Nm of torque, and 
direct fuel injection that gives the driver dynamic and powerful reaction to every movement of the accelerator plus 
a broad useful speed range of up to 7,200 rpm, muscular torque and an equally high standard of fuel efficiency.

The potent 4.2-litre V8 has been developed with powerful FSI direct fuel injection producing 257 kW of power, the 
engine offers exceptional performance with improved driving flexibility. The 3.0-litre V6 TDI, with an immense 450 Nm 
of torque available at low engine speeds, offers unmatched enjoyment and economy with exceptional refinement. 
Audi’s ingenious multitronic® transmission offers smooth, seamless power delivering fast acceleration and greater 
responsiveness. The six-speed tiptronic® transmission offers pure sporting performance and thanks to Audi’s 
Dynamic Shift Program (DSP), analyses your driving style to maximize engine responsiveness and refinement. 
Developed in conjunction with Audi’s motorsport engineers, the A6 incorporates tiptronic shift paddles integrated 
into the multifunction® steering wheel for maximum efficiency and driver enjoyment.

To perfectly transmit power to the road with no compromise in safety or handling, the A6 is available with Audi’s 
unique quattro® all-wheel drive technology. With 25% of the engine’s power distributed to each wheel, Audi’s 
quattro all-wheel drive technology offers maximum levels of active safety under all driving conditions.

The interior concept of the A6 combines sportiness, comfort and progressiveness in a way that has never been 
achieved before. The driver-oriented sports cockpit, combined with a sweeping dashboard that houses the Multi 
Media Interface (MMI) 7” colour monitor, offers perfect ergonomics with no compromise in design. Audi’s ingenious 
Multi Media Interface (MMI) is the most progressive and intuitive communication concept in its class, allowing simple 
and immediate access to the vehicle’s entertainment, infotainment and driving settings, creating a new benchmark 
in communication functionality and vehicle technology.

The Audi A6. You only live once.


